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Main Characters

- Despereaux- A brave little mouse that falls in love with a young princess.
- Princess Pea- A young princess that lives in a far away castle with her father (the king) & the Maids. (Her mother died while drinking soup)
- Miggery Sow- A girl that is abused by her uncle and she gets taken to the castle because her uncle said he owned her and you weren’t allowed to own people.
- Roscuro- A mean mouse that longs to live in the light and not the dark, moist island.
The Main Setting

- The Setting this book, The Tale of Despereaux, is in different parts of the magical, glittering castle.
Point of View

This book is told from 3 different perspectives. This is because there are 3 parts to the book. Each part of the book is a different story from each character.
The main theme in this story book is love conquers all. Another theme that ties into that is bravery helps you through hard times. When Princess Pea gets kidnapped by Miggery Sow and Roscuro, Despereaux is determined to rescue her and get the privilege to stay in the castle when he wants to without being killed.
The Tale of Despereaux is an intriguing love story that after each chapter leaves you hanging on to your seat. In this book you will find there are some sad parts. Like when Despereaux gets sent to the dungeon for unreasonable purposes. If you want to know what else happens in this nail-biting novel, go to your nearest library and check it out!
I absolutely loved this novel. It kept me sucked in 24/7, I never wanted to put it down. I liked this book mainly because I like love stories, and it was a little like a mystery book. I would highly recommend this book to anyone seeking adventure.
Kate DiCamillo- Kate wrote many books. Those two of the many are “Because of Winn-Dixie”, and “The Tiger Rising”. These two books are also excellent. I recommend these books as well.

Timothy Basil Ering- Timothy also illustrated “The Story of Frog Belly Rat Bone”. His artwork is also found in magazines, theatr sets, private murals, and fine art galleries.
THANKS FOR WATCHING!!!!!!!

I am cool!